Love God, Love others

Word

A compass gives directions. The main directions are North,
South, East and West..

location

The place where something is

locate
vegetation
globe

Plants trees and flowers
A ball shaped object with a map of the world on it to represent
the earth
The things that are all around us

characteristic

A distinguishing quality, attribute or trait

Kenya

Kenya

To find out where something or somewhere is

environment
satellite

UK

Meaning

compass

Let your light shine.

Satellites are objects in space. Some of them take photos of the
earth. The photographs are called satellite images

FUN FACT: Nairobi is the capital city of
Kenya. It is over 6000 miles from Walsall.
It would take a week to drive there!

A country in East Africa with a population of 50 million people.
The capital city is Nairobi.
Notable People: Wangari Maathai
Learning Outcomes

Wangari Maathai was the first African Woman to win the
Nobel Prize. She founded the Green Belt Movement in
Kenya which saw women planting thousands of trees.



Understand geographical similarities and differences through studying the human and physical geography of a
small area of the UK and of a small area in a contrasting non-European country



Use basic geographical vocabulary to refer to: Physical features (beach , cliff, coast, forest, sea, ocean, river,
season, weather) Human features—city, town, village, factory, farm, house, office, road, shop, port, harbour



Use world maps, atlases and globes to identify countries, continents and oceans

Useful links: https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/countries/



Use simple compass directions and use locational language to describe the location of features and routes on a
map.

country-fact-file-kenya/



Use simple fieldwork and observational skills to study tht geography of school and grounds and the key human
and physical features of its surrounding



Express views on the environment of a locality



Draw and make simple maps

https://www.kids-world-travel-guide.com/facts-about-kenya.html

Useful texts:

